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“ What Wrath Hath Rat Rod Ron Wrought ? ”

Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ KNOW THAT WE WILL MISS OUR MODELING ARTIST BROTHER TAKEN SO SUDDENLY ”
This editorial page wasn’t planned for and it came to pass very unexpectedly as real life does. On July 30th , I got my
July “Muddler” from IPMS-MBAY with a great cover shot featuring work of dear brother Adrian Garza. Only a week
later I am part of mass email notifying us all this same artist friend of ours is in San Jose Hospital on life support. Two
weeks later I learn Adrian, a vital, artistic, prolific and soulful member of our model community, is no more. R.I.P.
In the LAST PAGES NOW of this issue TAMS, please review first clips taken from the July MBAY News that really
give a sense of Adrian’s ‘modelness’ and then a clip from last page of this (the following) month’s MBAY “Muddler”
My condolences to his family and to his club family, this has been a very hard last few weeks. Many thanks to Lester,
Ramon, David and all from IPMS-MBAY for the real time communications, excellent newsletter to poach from here.
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SHOW RATS : A TALE OF THE CLUB CONTEST by Mick Burton ( resumes @ 3)
RAT ON ! COMPREHENSIVE LOOK ( i.e; Editor’s Whimsy ) AT AUGUST’s CLUB CONTEST (runs to 13)
EVENTS CALENDAR
SJPD Model Display Project Reminder INVITATION to Participate, do Public Outreach with member John Carr
WAY BACK MACHINE RETURNS: An Editorial Rant Fest Sept/Oct/Nov/Dec ‘88, ’98, ’08 ( runs to 21 )
RENO HIGH ROLLERS 2017 Official Flyer shows Summer 2017 ends with an awesome event
FREE HORNETS present TRI CITY CLASSIC THIRTEEN “ AUSTRALIA “ in mid September
USS HORNET MUSEUM Presents Open Cockpit Day & MODEL EXPO in OCTOBER & UPDATES GIVEN HERE
AVG Desert Classic 21 coming this Fall “The Psychedelic Sixties”
CLUB CONTEST 2017 OCTOBER & NOVEMBER PROMOTION
IN MEMORIAM : A Tribute to Adrian Garza – FRONT PAGE CLIP FROM JULY 2017 MUDDLER
ibid SHOW and TELL “ ADRIAN’s TEA HOUSE ” Page Clip from JULY 2017 MUDDLER
ibid “ SELECTED SHOTS FROM ADRIAN’s WORK BENCH ” Page Clip from JULY 2017 MUDDLER
ibid “ PARTING THOUGHTS ” End Page Clip Tribute Page Clip from AUGUST 2017 MUDDLER
ENDPIECE TEASER and reminder of ANNOUNCED SVSM CLASSIC FIVE for 2018 to be held in MARCH

AS REQUIRING AWARDS BE DESIGNATED AND JUDGING THUSLY BE DONE , Editor Exclaims ( from 1 )

RATS ! LOOK A TURNOUT FOR AUGUST CLUB CONTEST

Photos: Mick Burton
Text: Mick Burton
Models: Not Mick Burton
HOW IT WAS PRESENTED & PROMOTED THIS TIME :

Original inspiration for this contest;
was then President Greg Plummer's fine
looking Rat Rod-ified Pickup model at an
SVSM meeting table.
Saying it was finished " a little too pretty to be a true Rat Rod, more like a Show version "
Ergo, thinks the Editor, shooting pictures, thus it's a "Show Rat ", no?
Well, of course, the whole concept has multiplied like what else, rats, into a veritable rat's nest of
what have you means to give some fun variety here.
Simplest versions for entry: Any "Rat Rod" you'd say is " too pretty for the street, more in style for presentation at a
Show ( in real life context ) ", any Ed " Big Daddy " Roth creation, as he was father/creator of "Rat Fink" and a whole
host of "Rat" related items thusly.

For some members, this month’s theme didn’t
seem to faze them in the least, although one
contestant didn’t start out that way, he’d been
too long away I guess to remember how to read
what’s there and not there for rules strictures  .
Cliff Kranz started things off in the right mode,
as it were. In the Red outfit and Grey colors as it
was originally specified when originally released
( which this model in fact dates back to, really ! )
Ed “ Big Daddy ” Roth’s creation, “ Rat Fink ”.
Don Kranz, Cliff’s brother made this “way back
when ”, brought it to an early NNL-West event
in mid ‘80s with Ed Roth as featured guest. Who
as you see, autographed model for him. Rat On !

Laramie Wright had an “oldie-goldie” to put into play, with this 1/48th scale HobbyCraft Polikarpov I-16. Which had
a nickname of “ Rata ” ( = “Rat”, by the Nationalist forces ) given it during the Spanish Civil War of 1936-39.
Done in the scheme of the Republican AF,
these opponents of the Nationalists dubbed
the I-16 with nickname of “Mosca” (Fly),
a technicality which didn’t change for the
entry rules allowed for ANY I-16 model.
Laramie left the landing gear doors off on
purpose, and he didn’t recall any issues in
making model many years back, he said.

Jim Priete made a “Little Rata” (again, technically a “Mosca” in the scheme chosen ) using the 1/72nd Hasegawa kit
and wrestling with the details for clearly setting the “type” I-16 depicted, as there were several employed.

Greg Plummer had quite a tale in the production of his “ Orange Rat Model T Plane ” (Editor/Judge’s name for it)
Highlights included a skillful re-employment of leftover Model T kit parts, body partly scratchbuilt, partly blended bit

of a WW2 Japanese fighter plane fuselage. Also an engine that was originally for an American fighter aircraft that like
in real life, was re-purposed post WW2 for use in Salt Flat race cars. Huge helping of patented Plummer creativity and
voila’, racing Rat Rod of utterly unique proportions and generation, truly a Show Rat (showing where idea can take us)

Ron Wergin is not just our President, he too, like Greg, provides plenty of inspirational leadership in his modelling.
He freely admits that “ doing car models ” isn’t exactly his thing (hard to tell, as he has shown up with several genres
of fine models over the years, never noticed no autos ). But the “Show Rat” contest theme intrigued him, he saw this

Lindberg kit of this “Lindberg Chop Shop Rat Rod” and thought, why the hell not try this, out of the box and see ?
As Ron related to us, he found some fun and discovery even in places where he thought maybe things weren’t going to
go well enough to finish, such as the ruby red wheel painting. Lovely as they are, he arrived at them looking that way
in a calm patient attempt to recover what was initially “ oh, now what has happened, crap, what to do …” Answer, go
ahead, keep on spraying in short bursts and layer on, whammo, a finish Steve Travis would have been proud of !
Ron’s fun with the photo etch engine accessories (the blower housing), the exhaust pipes, achieving a “ratty finish” for
the Natural Metal body look, lovely interior workup, all provided him and audience with nutritious model energy food.

All in all, not a bad result at all, giving the contest table over to the Rats to Show what they can do for Model Magic.
Many thanks again to all who participated and to Greg Plummer for sponsoring the awards for Editor’s Club Contest !
NOW, ON TO THE WINNERS of “ Show Rats ”!

AUGUST “ SHOW RATS ” Honorable Mention for “ Roth Fink ”
Cliff Kranz

AUGUST “ SHOW RATS ” THIRD PLACE for “ Little Rata ”
Jim Priete

AUGUST “ SHOW RATS ” SECOND PLACE for “ Orange Rat Mod T Plane ”
Greg Plummer

AUGUST “ SHOW RATS ” ” FIRST PLACE for “ Chop Shop Rat ”
Ron Wergin

UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR AS OF 08-30-17
Saturday, September 09 2017
IPMS/ Reno High Rollers host their 18th Classic at the Desert Heights Elementary, Stead, NV (fave locale)
Theme is “ Record Breakers and Famous Firsts” See their website www.renohighrollers.com for more info.
Friday, September 15 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. “Boring Fundraiser Auction No One Likes ” is Club Contest Theme
Sunday, September 17 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their show , TRI CITY THIRTEEN “AUSTRALIA” @ MCC in Milpitas
Saturday, September 30 2017
IPMS/ Orange County host their ORANGECON 2017 at CSU Fullerton, Fullerton CA. Theme is “ SEVEN ”
Saturday, October 14 2017
IPMS/ Silver Wings & USS Hornet Museum present OPEN COCKPIT DAY & Inaugural MODEL EXPO
Saturday October 28 2017
IPMS/ AVG host their Desert Classic at Antelope Valley College, Lancaster CA “The Psychedelic Sixties”
Friday, November 10 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets last “ normal ” meeting for year, Club Contest theme “ oh no, it’s 1977 all over again”
Friday, November 17 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting . Club Contest Theme is “ WATCH THE SKIES ”
Friday, December 08 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Holiday Fun
Friday, December 15 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Theme is “ Theft ” (90 plus days later will be a contest of it)
Friday, January 19 2018
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting, Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ 1918 ”
Saturday, February 03 2018
NNL WEST host 2018 NNL WEST themed “TROG” @ Santa Clara Convention Center, Great America Parkway,
Santa Clara CA. Sub themed “ Movie and TV Cars ” TROG = The Race Of Gentleman ( see website nnlwest.org )
Friday, February 16 2018
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting, Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ Tubular Bells ”
Saturday, February 17 2018
IPMS/ Silver Wings host their event “ SILVERCON 2018 ” at the Town & Country Lutheran Church and School,
4049 Marconi Ave, Sacramento CA
Saturday, March 31 2018 IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers host SV Classic FIVE, Theme “ Feel The Fury”

SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT

PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET

OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE

Editor’s Mad Ravings – August’ s editor, Mick Burton (refer to www.mickbmodeler.com for full copies of items)
“ FALL IN WITH THE EIGHTS ”
SEPT 1988 OSS ( staying on ~30, ~20, ~10 thread for now)
Editor Alan Wolcott gives a pretty big run through of highlights
from then Region Nine RC newsletter, on the State of IPMS USA.
A number of significant items in there, one really big one that I
have to point out for relevance NOW: the IPMS USA Members
total here in 1988 was reported as falling into less than 3000 from
6000 + recent high. So less than half remained as retained folks.
Next big tidbit was regarding the California Modelers known to
have taken awards at 1988 Dayton IPMS Nats; with Dave Mason
of IPMS Silver Wings, Gary Allen of Fresno IPMS, Rodney J.
Williams and Matt Matsushita of IPMS-SJSM all taking awards.
But the BIG WINNER from BAY AREA was one George Lee of
San Leandro, who took Best Aircraft, First in Scratchbuilt, Most
Popular and Judge’s Best of Show Grand Award. That is very
same George Lee whose name is now part of the same award, in
Memoriam.

SEPT 1998- Bill Abbott treats us to delights of the MiG19 in 1/72nd ala KP Models kit. Brad Chun has a lot of
good cheer over the 1/48th F-84G just then out by
Tamiya. Joe Fleming details a “blended” T-34 which
will make you appreciate even more this classic armor
Chris Bucholtz’s editorial spot on trounces concept of
“kids don’t model today because…” with review of how
he and M Burton did yet another outreach event with
quite opposite response. Worth re-reading 19 yrs later.
ALSO WORTH CHECKING HERE is the Travis Scale
Modelers MODEL EXPO advertised with intent to
simply display models (not a contest at all ) in 1988!
SEPT 2008 – NO SUCH ANIMAL (No Sheet !) .

OCT 1988 OSS – Alan Wolcott manages again to have a
nice sketch “ action cover “ for what the time was now one
of FIVE Region Nine Newsletters going. Amazing data point
Another one that might intrigue you from this issue, Editor
Alan chides inside that at that time SJSM had NINETY paid
Members in Good Standing on hand, yet only EIGHT had a
hand in helping the Newsletter. Hmm, Alan, that’s just bit
less than 10 percent. Got news for ya, that’s been the HIGH
AVERAGE no matter what our MiGS totals are for LONG
LONG TIME NOW. Ask me how I know *grinning*.
Other big highlight news in here, A TWO DAY REGIONAL
was hosted by IPMS Silver Wings, and basically turned out
to be a bust, sadly (59 entrants for a 2 day Regional versus
84 entrants for an earlier in year SJSM “regular one day”)
As Alan noted, SJSM had already tried that idea out in past
and found out not worth it as well. Silver Wings deserves a
a big hand though, they went on to host their Winter Classic
(THIRD SHOW THAT YEAR FROM THEM) in December!
To my knowledge, that Northern Chapter is only one still in
our 50+ year history to ever host 3 shows in a year TWICE !
They hosted two regulars and the NATS in 1986, and then
1988, their two Classics and THIS TWO DAY REGIONAL .

OCT 1998 – Frank Babbitt delivers an article of heft
on the Airfix 1/72nd render of the Avro “Tin Triangle”
Brad Chun first informs us through Chris Bucholtz’s
editorial about the imminent call for “display models”
from the then NEW SOON TO OPEN USS HORNET
MUSEUM. Brad and Chris emphasize if there was a
place where models would be preserved and respect
for them shown, it was likely better here than any !
Brad later in this issue gives a great review of the
Academy F-86F in 1//48th scale, Mark Schynert treats
us to his take on the Academy P-39 Airacobra in the
scale of his favor, 1/72nd.
“NACA Bob” Miller reveals that when it comes to
“the Mail”, even in 1/144th sometimes you will feel
as if you went through the proverbial rain, sleet or
snow to accomplish finishing when you are tackling
the only kit going for this Beriev Attack Seaplane.
Masterkit may have been a clue as well as company
name when it came to this Be-12 Seagull kitting, eh?

OCT 2008 – Editor Mick Burton manages to put some
color into the Fall issue of Styrene Sheet thanks to the
always splendid photo work of “Racer” Mike Meek.
You could call this the “All Nevada Issue” as inside the
only other Article is a great writeup with color too, of the
MGM “Grand Illusion” Super 62 DC-8 by Ken Miller !
Well ok, there was a single page Burton fit in on Oregon…
NOV 1988 OSS - Overwhelmed Editor Alan Wolcott gets
witty anyway with a 12 page ! issue out, includes news on
then new F-117 and a cool bit about WildCatFish F4F-3S
which made the cover by sleight of hand.

NOV 1998 OSS, Opens with Brad Chun’s take on then new
Tamiya M8 in 1/35th, Editorial emphasis on fun being a
road warrior to OrangeCon and AVG, Summer & Gearing
class Destroyers modelling improvement by Bert McDowell
Also “NACA Bob” Miller extols reclaiming Golden Age of
Martin M-130 Clipper with Glencoe re-issue, Ken Miller’s
tale of “the OTHER D.B. Cooper & a 727” is a must read !
October ’98 minutes held a few surprises inside as well

NOV 2008 OSS, Burton was Editor, next month noted
he’d be spelled thankfully by stalwart “Young William”
Ferrante for last issue of the year. This issue marked the
FOURTH MOVE of MEETING LOCALE, here at 44th
year of club as IPMS chapter with November marking
the Milpitas PD Community Room as such. So this fall
is NINE years we’ll have been in those august confines.
Mark Schynert’s much appreciated new article in this
very odd twin leads off the issue, and inside you’ll find
an article disguised as an Editorial, in which Burton is
recounting the fun of “ social engineering a docent” at
the Fox Field Aviation History Museum so that group
could get “inside” the C-119, A.W. Argosy and KC-97
we had only been able to admire from without before.
As Burton revealed, at this point he’d made 10 of the
12 AVG Desert Classics then held, and visited these
birds nearly every time. But now the inside story was
his also. Cost him a 1/48th P-39F and Spitfire Mk II as
donations, but well worth it (they didn’t win anyways)
The AVG “X-plane competition” in which Burton’s
one X-32 joined others in “also ran” category was in
this issue. Turned out also that the docent he met was
on team at Edwards working with the real X-32, but no
way was Burton’s getting donated, sorry.
Best surprise in this issue, Bill Ferrante’s Model of
the Month which won a prize next day also at The Same Desert Classic. It was Washington DC under attack…FYI

DEC 1988 - Alan Wolcott, Editor with lead off cover that has
the then FIFTH Annual NNL Western Nationals event noted.
Which was leadoff for the next day’s West Coast Model Expo, a
huge sales event that included more than just scale model autos
for offerings. Locale at this time was Sunnyvale Hilton for both.
Alan reminded all that current E-Board would be soon in need of
new blood in its entirety, as President B Bauer, VP E McClure,
Sec/Editor A Wolcott and Treasurer R Barden had all been won
smooth by this point. Most on current Board had served multiple
consecutive terms or had been an Officer somewhere on it for a
good part of their membership so far (B Bauer) .
This issue marked also the imminent onset of the NEW IPMS
USA Journal, which would replace the “two headed monster”
comprising the “Quarterly” and “Update” of many years prior
Mark this date as well, at this point IPMS –USA had only 2500
Members active on roster as recorded per officials…down from
a high of over 6400 only a few years before. Some things don’t
change so much from today when you have more data on hand.

DEC 1998 OSS – Spectacular lead off article with
nice change up having a SF vehicle for feature here.
Mike Yamada was a pretty active and enthused guy
whilst with SVSM, this is more evidence of that fact.
Editorial duty was shared between Chris Bucholtz and
Randy Ray this issue, with an amusing recollection of
Road Trip with Burton to the ’98 Winter Classic up in
Sacramento by Randy, as Chris had to pass on going.
One small Editorial correction to make here as Chris
has in it that “the club is larger than it has ever beenroughly 80 members …” That’s a great number of paid
members and one of the highest for SVSM recorded. I
will refer you back however in this very Wayback, to a
comment in OCTOBER ’88 (ten years before) when it
was 90 paid members in SJSM, which was about our
biggest ever in total so far. Yes, having all these old
Newsletters and being a Prehistoric Patron of the club
does make me a pain to be around, yet History is very
important and elusive to keep up, SO there you have it.
Also in this issue: Brad Chun reviews re-released B-26
in 1/48th by Revell-Mono, Bert McDowell improves a
1/700 scale USS Bogue, Chris B’s legendary writeup
of the SVSM Gift Exchange for the upcoming meet.
DEC 2008 - NO SUCH Animal ? FAR FROM IT, YO !
Now Burton is catching a break, and “Young William ” is
having all the fun of putting out an Original Styrene Sheet,
which of course, he’d been very practiced at in past, since it
was he whom you may recall, in fact named it 2/3 of that .
Content this issue was event heavy, and several of note if
you want to really know: THE BIGGEST “NO COMPETE
DISPLAY ONLY Model Event SHOW ” that West Coast
ever has seen that I know of, the TWO DAY NorthWest
Scale Modelers annual display at the Seattle Museum
Of Flight for the 2009 February is announced here. This
was themed “The Mighty Eighth” and it ended up with a
Spectacular display of over 1000 scale models to see ! An
Independent (Non IPMS) Model Club, NW Scale Mod is
still setting records for “the impossible idea of display”
to this day, and still with two day events to boot there.
The 20th anniversary ValleyCon of another indie, Pasedena
Modelers Society, was also on the 2009 Events listed here
You may know that their 2017 event held in the Peterson
Auto Museum, set new records for model shows in CA.
OKAY That’s a Wrap for now. Next Time – we go to the
2014 period for a “wraparound” celebration pass in review
http://www.mickbmodeler.com/editor-svsm-archive.php,
the current Time Travel is on lower half. For pdfs of all here

2017 USS Hornet / Silver Wings Model Expo Contest Categories:
Biplanes, All Scales, All Eras
Single Engine Prop 1/72 and Smaller
Single Engine Prop 1/48
Aircraft 1/32 and Larger, All Eras
Multi Engine Prop, All Eras, All Scales
Jets 1/72 and Smaller
Jets 1/48
Rotary Wing, All Eras, All Scales
Military Vehicles, Soft Skin, Wheeled and Track, All Eras, All Scales
Military Vehicles, Armored, Wheeled, and Semi-Tracked, All Eras, All Scales
Military Vehicles, Armored, Fully Tracked, All Eras, All Scales
Artillery, All Scales, All Eras
Diorama
Figures, All Scales, All Eras
Civilian Vehicles, Stock
Civilian Vehicles, Custom
Civilian Vehicles, Competition
Motorcycles
Ships, All Scales, All Eras
Railroad, All Scales, All Eras
Sci-Fi, Space Fact and Fantasy
Junior Models, All Scales, All Eras (11-16 yrs)
Sub Junior Models, All Scales, All Eras (up to 10 yrs)
Out of the Box, All Scales
Miscellaneous
Special Category (Theme)
Collections
Civilian Airliners, All Scales, All Eras

MARK CALENDARS
FOR A NEW DATE FOR
DESERT CLASSIC EVENT

SATURDAY OCTOBER 28 2017
ANTELOPE VALLEY COLLEGE, LANCASTER CA
DESERT CLASSIC # 21
THEME IS “ The PSYCHEDELIC SIXTIES ”
ALSO FEATURING ANOTHER ROUND OF SPECIAL CATEGORY

JURASSIC PLASTIC !

LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2017
SVSM MEMBER’s CONTEST OCTOBER

“

Monsters & ‘Magination ”

What this is, simply: ANY Horror or Science Fiction
subject, nothing restrictive other than that in entry terms.
Oh ! But for a small technicality,
ENTRIES MUST BE FINISHED TO COMPETE

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST NOVEMBER

Say what ???

How on Earth does a Flying Saucer, the
Arado AR-234 and two versions of P-38 “Lightning” mesh
for even a legendary for their “ Mr Fantastic” Stretch, SVSM
Club Contest ? Rock simple and fiendishly stellar in scope,
BECAUSE they all relate in an “ atmospheric or skyborne”
fashion. Any Scale, Any Type subject as long as it’s tied to
Atmosphere (weather related items are easy and wide range)
Or Day or Night Sky (So of course UFOs, Flying Disks, or
“Constellations”, “visible Planets & Stars, Heavenly Bodies”
(So Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn related, Polaris, for some)
Remember, November is traditional “End All and Be All”
Club Contest, so Editor tries to make a fun and wide scope
Possible for this particular month, last “regular” meeting
A small technicality, ENTRIES MUST BE FINISHED TO
COMPETE

“

WATCH THE SKIES ”

IN A TRIBUTE TO A SUDDENLY TAKEN FRIEND – A Look at a Month Passing

And after a little more news, comment on this front page
with Adrian’s great Tea House on cover…on issue goes to

AND SOON ENOUGH WE GO THROUGH OTHER PAGES TO FIND ---

STILL COMING UP IN AN AFTERMARKET NEAR YOU ! Looking Back at 50…
PLUS

Another bunch of stuff the Editor managed to toss together 
====================================================================================
PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

